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L – bracket
22" L-bracket, flat lugs 203-00037

22" L-bracket, extruded lugs 203-00337

29" L-bracket, flat lugs 203-00040

29" L-bracket, extruded lugs 203-00340

L eaf bracket
22" Leaf bracket, flat lugs 203-00501

22" Leaf bracket, extruded lugs 203-00498

29" Leaf bracket, flat lugs 203-00503

29" Leaf bracket, extruded lugs 203-00504

Ornate bracket
22" Ornate bracket, flat lugs 203-00035

22" Ornate bracket, extruded lugs 203-00335

29" Ornate bracket, flat lugs 203-00082

29" Ornate bracket, extruded lugs 203-00382

Albany bracket
Custom sizes available, please call 

23" Albany bracket, flat lugs 203-00191

23" Albany bracket, extruded lugs 203-00192

Elegant Series Mounting L-Brackets
Elegant series sign mounting brackets feature 
a high-strength Tensalloy aluminum, the 
strongest aluminum brackets in the industry! 
Designed to be banded to a post or pole. 
May also be drilled and bolted (custom 
drilling charges will apply). Powder coated 
in 60% gloss black, call for custom colors. 
Brackets can be inverted to hang the sign 
below the bracket. Choose from 22" or 29" 
length bracket with adjustable flat or extruded 
lugs. Flat sign lugs have a .200" gap, while 
extruded lugs have a .312" gap. All brackets 
include a set of stainless steel set screws.

Lugs are adjustable 
horizontally for 
proper sign support

Brackets can be mounted 
upside-down for an 
elegant hanging sign look
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Waterford bracket
22" Waterford bracket, flat lugs 203-00600

22" Waterford bracket, extruded lugs 203-00601

29" Waterford bracket, flat lugs 203-00602

29" Waterford bracket, extruded lugs 203-00603

S–scroll bracket
22" S- Scroll bracket, flat lugs 203-00038

22" S- Scroll bracket, extruded lugs 203-00076

29" S- Scroll bracket, flat lugs 203-00039

29" S- Scroll bracket, extruded lugs 203-00077

SignBacker™ Panels
TAPCO SignBacker Panels add 
distinctive style to your streetscape 
project. In addition to upgrading the look of your 
signage, they will add rigidity and strength. Made 
from .080 thick aluminum pre-drilled with holes to 
fit any standard sign. Powder coated gloss black. 

27" octagon SignBacker (for 24" stop sign) 203-90003

33" octagon Signbacker (for 30" stop sign) 203-90004

39" octagon SignBacker (for 36" stop sign) 203-90005

27" diamond SignBacker (for 24" diamond sign) 203-90011

33" diamond SignBacker (for 30" diamond sign) 203-90037

39" diamond SignBacker (for 36" diamond sign) 203-90038

15" x 21" SignBacker (for 12" x 18" rectangular sign) 203-90030

21" x 27" SignBacker (for 18" x 24" rectangular sign) 203-90031

27" x 33" SignBacker (for 24" x 30" rectangular sign) 203-90033

SignSurround™ Sign Frames
Accent your signs with TAPCO's decorative 
SignSurround™ Sign Frames. Constructed of 1" 
wide, 1/8" thick welded aluminum, and powder-coated gloss black. 
The octagon SignSurround frame accommodates sharp 40˚ angle 
corners, while the diamond, triangular and rectangle frames 
standard radius corner signs

SignSurround™ for 24" octagonal sign 034-24243

SignSurround™ for 30" octagonal sign 034-30000

SignSurround™ for 36" octagonal sign 034-36000

SignSurround™ for 24" diamond sign 034-24241

SignSurround™ for 30" diamond sign 034-30301

SignSurround™ for 30" diamond sign 034-02430

SignSurround™ for 18" x 24" rectangular sign 034-01824

SignSurround™ for 12" x 18" rectangular sign 034-01218

SignSurround™ for 24" x 30" rectangular sign 034-02430

Painted Stainless Steel Strapping
�� .75" x .03" x 39" with buckle 
�� Powder coated black, brown or green 

Painted stainless steel banding 497-00003

�� .5625" x .03" x 40" with Snap-Lock 
�� Powder coated black 

Painted Snap-Lock   
stainless steel banding

203-03716

203-03716

497-00003
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